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ABSTRACT 

Low-Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) have recently gained considerable attention in the Internet of 

Things (IoT). The key objective of these wireless technologies is to connect low-power devices over very 

large areas, with low data rates. LPWANs represent a novel wireless communication paradigm, which will 

complement traditional cellular and short-range wireless technologies in addressing diverse requirements 

of IoT applications. Machina Research (2016) expects 11 percent of IoT connections in 2025 to use 

LPWAN technologies. 

In this tutorial, we present the recent advances of LPWAN technologies with focus on LoRaWAN and NB-

IoT. We analyse the link level and system level design aspects. We further focus on link budget analysis 

and radio network dimensioning for both LoRaWAN and NB-IoT. Precisely, we present best practices in 

the network design and deployment of these technologies. Acquiring such best practices is of paramount 

importance for the optimization of LPWANs. We also provide a comparative performance evaluation of 

LoRaWAN and NB-IoT in terms of coverage and capacity. 

Finally, we cover the research directions and scientific challenges in these technologies. Particularly, we 

present research directions for radio resource management in both LoRaWAN and NB-IoT. 

The outline of the tutorial and the topics the speakers will cover are presented in the following: 

 Services and applications that foster low power wide area networks 

 Architecture and characteristics of low power wide area networks 

 Optimized modulation and access method for low power consumption and large coverage in 

LoRaWAN 

 Leveraging and adapting 3GPP LTE infrastructure and mechanisms for NB-IoT 

 LoRaWAN specification: Radio interface, physical architecture, protocol architecture 

 NB-IoT standard: Radio interface, physical architecture, protocol architecture 

 Coverage performance and link budget analysis for LoRaWAN 

 Coverage performance and link budget analysis for NB-IoT 

 ALOHA based model dimensioning and capacity performance for LoRaWAN 

 Bandwidth based dimensioning and capacity performance for NB-IoT 

 Research directions for radio resource management in LoRaWAN and NB-IoT 

This tutorial is of strong interest to professionals and scientists involved in performance evaluation of 

computer and telecommunication systems. First, professionals will benefit from an overview on the two 

major technologies in LPWAN, namely LoRaWAN and NB-IoT. They will acquire deep understanding of 

the major design choices of both technologies, and best practices for evaluating their performance in terms 
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of capacity and coverage. Second, academic scientists and industry researchers will benefit from a scientific 

overview on the state-of-the-art, and the promising research perspectives for radio resource management in 

LPWANs. Finally, graduate students will benefit from a technology overview on the radio interface, and 

the physical and protocol architectures for LoRaWAN and NB-IoT. This tutorial is accessible to a broad 

audience in the SPECTS community as it only requires familiarity with communication and networking 

concepts. 
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